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the oldest principles of German law. It should also have had the great practical advantage of giving the Government the control over rates of wages. It was one of the most crying injustices of the war—and must have been so fell by the troops—that they, who were risking their lives daily, were much worse ot'f than any of the workmen who lived in suiety. While the soldier was fighting for himself, his wife and children, 1*e could only think with anxiety of his future and the maintenance of his familyi The separation allowances were in no way sufficient. The longing to get back home, which could be sufficiently explained by the desire for personal safety, had also a higher motive in family affection. The same feeling kept many a man at home, and gave to service at the front an air of punishment. This was a thoroughly unsatisfactory position.
The pay of the fighting men should have been raised—and I attempted, without any real success in the fuee of uiiicial opposition at home, to have it raised—and the wages of workmen should have been kept down to a reasonable level This would, of course, have involved the limitation of \\;»r profits also, for wages and profits necessarily stand in dose relation to each other. Such a course would have saved considerable sums, thus easing our budget and conserving our capital. I was not unaware of the difficulties of the problem, having regard to the universal rise in prices due to the shortage of raw materials, but I hoped that the Home country would solve it and discover a method of reaching a sound position. A law establishing the general duty of service would have shown the way.
The introduction of general conscription, coupled with that of compulsory labour, was not of itseH suliicient. It was ossen-tial, too, to secure that the labour thus obtained was profitably used, and that the State did not lose the benefit of it.
It was quite clear to me that measures of this sort would involve far-reaching interference with administration, trade, and private life. It was also not to be forgotten that too many restrictions tend to stultify individual effort. Opposition was bound to arise, even when the demands made did no more than correspond with the iron necessity of the war. Self-seeking and
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